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educating the masses regarding the
necessity of ch2nging the socio-econo-
mic structure, and thereby fulfilling
the subjective condition necessitated
for the seizure of political power when
the political crisis ripens. To the
Naxalites the situation is already ripe
and an immediate call for seizure of
power is to be given.
. To you "quantity of time has

changed the quality of the situ2tion"
and "non-committed maSs is already
committed in favour of revolution"
and so "arms are to be snatched, gue-
rilla zones created and power cap-
tured". Without giving any room to
ambiguity, you at another place write
that the last midterm poll was be-
ing hel~ in a "near revolutionary
situation". So according to the Na-
xalites it is already revolutionary
situation and according to you at
least "near revolutionary situation".

With this understanding of the In-
dian situation you are able to see the
vitality of Naxalite movement with
your jaundiced eye. You write "the
speed and vigour with which Naxa-
lism has spread in India and the stir

_ and impact it has produced speak
unmistakably of its vitality and vita-
lity is always associated with truth".

But you do not stop here, rather
practise the game of confusing and
distorting some concepts.

According to you, political parties
can be divided only into two-( I)
those who believe in vote and (2)
those who believe in revolution, "this
is the bomb the Naxalites have
thrown in the politics of India" ac-
cording to you. .

Though according to you at least
to the extent Lenin and Stalin per-

'mitted the revolutionaries of partici-
pating in elections as quoted by you
itself (sic) is now ouf of date for that
is quoting scriptures and does not
help.

You have no argument to substan-
tiate your new thesis obviously bor-
rowed from Naxalites' arsenal and
indulge in practising confusion. You
write ;-

"So it is easy to negate Naxalism
with the help of classics but it is not
so easy to answer the que9tions it
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on the other, an assured market. Jf
Mrs Gandhi deviates from this course,
big business will still stand to gain.
Mr Chowdhuri's words should be
taken with a liberal pinch of salt, and
one may well keep one's ears tuned
to whn Mrs Gandhi chooses to say,
for it is she who is going to take over
the job of deciding economic matters
once again. If she has been consis-
tent with few policy matters so far, it
is at least fairly certain that she is
going to remain faithful to her new-
found love for big business.

king. Quoting scriptures whether
from Lenin or Stalin or Mao has
little meaning where the quantity of
time has changed the quality of the
situation" etc. etc. You further
wrote "the non-committed mass is
already committed in favour of revo-
lution as it has learnt from the historic
events of last 'fifty years. So what
is needed is not so much generatiorr-
of circumstantial pressure to set it on
but to provide the new light and con-
viction; terror is the only d,eterrent
left with the establishment and power
begets terror. So power is to be
smashed and offence is the best de-
rence and so vote may be boycotted, .
arms are to be snatched, guprilla zones
created and power captured. etc. etc."
(page-7).

It is here that you differ and oppose
the whole tactical line of the Party.
According to us as mentioned in the
tactical resolution of the CC in No-
vember 1966, we characterisoo the
situation as the beginning of political
crisis ,and further in the political re-
solution of the 8th party congress
and subsequent C.c. documents as
intensifying crisis. We therefore
stress on quickly developing the eco-
nomic consciousness to that of a
political level by further intensifying
the militant economic struggles and
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ar Com. Arun Kumar Roy,
Member Dhanbad Local
Committee CPT(M)

Our attention has been drawn to
our article "Vote and Revolution"
blished in "Frontier" dated the 6th

ch 1971. We have carefully
amined the article and are shocked
find that it not only goes against

e programmatic understanding of
r CPI(M), (it) repudiates our tac-
al line and election manifesto;
nfuses some concept and leads to

vicinity of crude Naxalite rubbish.
After quoting cJ.assics and adNanc-
g all the arguments in faVour of

ticipation in elections for the
wtb of revolutionary battle in.a
icular stage of development of
s consciousness you nakedly ,ad-
ated theories which find you in

axalite company.
\\out wrote "fifty years back this
ukl Aave been an infantile disorder
the words of Lenin or liquidators

side out' to quote Stalin, but with
man on the Moon and one third

world un~r the Red Flag the
bole thing dese!ves serious rethin-

tains concern fOr the welfare o{ the
smaller man".

ar Economy
If a war economy is introduced ulti-
ately, big business will stand to pro-
enormously. A war economy de-

ands maximum production, particu-
Iy in the industrial sector. The

main buyer of most industrial products
will be the Government. This situa-
tion will ensure, On one hand, removal
of all artificial and temporary cons-

aints on production,' such as licen-
iiig and trade union activities and,
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has r~ised·'. And go on summing
up, "the vote can change the minis-
try but not the others. Despite pa-
pular swing the class compositions
remain the same aI1d so th~ class cha-
racter of the machinery etc. etc."

Who has said th~t it will change the
class character of machinery or class
composition? In your enthusiasm to
advocatc the wrong Naxalite line you
are confusing the issue and putting
something in our mOl\!h which we
have not said and which is now the
difference between us and the vote
boycottist.

You will say that you are only po-
lemically dealing with things and
have not mentioned CPI (M). True,
that is the art of deceit which you have
unsuccessfully tried to practisc.

Any way, the real issue is whether
under the prevailing po}itical situa-
tion" under the present stage of cons-
ciousness of the masses the vote boy-
cott slogans will lead a further step
towards the radicalisation of the mas-
ses? According to us no. Accord-
ing to you-yes. According to Na-
xalites it is to be outright boycotted.

We discussed the issue in our party
programme in the context of partici-
pating in certain State Ministries un-
der the bourgeoisie constitution and
limited power to the States and dt:-
cided that we could certainly partici-
pate not because it is going to bring
any "basic transforma tion" in "class
composition or character of machi-
nery" to use your worC.iS,but to edu-
cate the masses through their own
experience regarding the necessity of
the establishment of people's demo-
cracy, to further consolidate their or-
ganisation (para 112).

This job we have accomplished to
'a great extent in West Bengal and
Kerala. I

But to you participation in election
by a revolutionary party is to be
judged only by the fact whether the
enemy wants it or not. You write:-

"The well known Maoist dictum is
-war is to be fought when the enemy
does not want it and is to be avoided
when the enemy wants it. So is the
vote, if considered a type of war, is
to be boycotted when the ruling class
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wants it and is to be fought when the
ruling class wants to avoid it."

Ingenious argument no doubt. But
it betrays the basic Marxist concept
of judging the level of the conscious-
ness of the masses and stage of its
radicalization while considering the
issue of participation in election or
boycott.

The note, I am afraid, on your ar-
tide is already long and there is no
use quoting further passages which
bear a running threat (sic) of N axa·
lite rubbish.

We do not agree with your sketchy
dealing of the concept of the partisan
warfare. You gloss over or conve-
niently forget that Lenin has also
given the concept of partial partisan
warfare at a certain stage of develop-
ment of militant mass struggle and
consciousness.

Thirdly, you repudiate our election
manifesto and according to you in
the near revolutionary situation "the
only issue would have been" tlw slo-
gans that can put this vote to the
cause of revolution is the call to peo-
ph~ to reject the constitution based on
the right to properry as Fundamental
Right and to substitute it by one bas-
ed on the right to work as Funda-
mental right. _

So, Com Roy, you oppose CPI(M)
tactical line, election -manifesto and
yOUr whole understanding is contrary
to our programmatic understanding
and you praise the Naxalites to the
sky.

While doing so you have violated
the orqinary norms of the party.
While discussing your article sent to
the same N axalite paper Frontier last
year the State Secretariat had asked
you not to rush to the press with any
article dealing with party"s policy
and programme without proper con-
sultation. So you violated this also.
And truly speaking dozens of examples
can be sighted (sic) that you have
not cared for party's instructions ju~t
like a typical petty ooqrgeoise
(sic) individualist.

Lastly this is not in the realm of
theory but YOur practice is in keep-
ing with YOUr own erroneous ideas
and notions for which concrete ex-

amples can be sighted (sic)"
The secretariat therefore calls upon

you to submit YOur explanation as to!
why diSCiplinary action should not 1»
taken against you latest by 22-5-71
anm to remain present at Patna from
25-5-71 to 27-5-71 so tbat you may
be in a position to explain in person
before the State Committee which is
meeting on these days at Patna.

With revolutionary greetings.
Yours Comradely,

Si,abar Shrivastava,
Secretary, Bihar State Committee

CPI(M)

The Reply
100 MLA Flat, Patna, 25-6-7\

To Com Siabar Saran Srivastava,· Se-
cretary, Bihar State Committee,
CPI(M) . .

Dear Comrade,
Sub:-Your letter on "Vote and Re-

VOlution" dated. 5-6-71
1 . Misreading of my article has

landed you to the misleading con-
clusion that it "repudiates OUr tactic~
line and leads to the vicinity of crude
Naxalite rubbish".

2. To prove this erroneous con-
clusion some lines from the article
have been quoted but completely mis-
interpreting or misunderstanding the
context. "Fifty years back ... guerilla
z;ones creJated ,and power captured"
is not my' argument, not even the offi-
cially acknowledged Naxalite stand,
but the very logical implication of the
Che-line which we must place honestly
before we face it politically. Simi-
larly, "the political parties are only
reduced to two, those who believe in
the vote and those who believe in the
revolution" is only the "Bomb the
Naxalite have thrown in the politics
of India". We should be honest
enough to a·dmit this challenge from
the left which I have attempted to
refute with the help of Marxism-Le-
ninism. The article should be divid-
ed into the following parts :-
I. Revolutionary should react to

vote with open mind (I and II
para).

2. Historical facts on vote and re-



volution (HI para up to "what
they said").·
Classical Marxism and Leninism
on vote and revolution ("what
they said").
New Left chaIlenge-Che-line, its
direct and indJirect implications
and all possible arguments ("New
Left Varic!ty").
Leninism on Parliamentary De-
mocracy ("Armed Forces").
My conclusion and observation
(Today's compulsion).

I schematise my article not only to
narrow down the realm of difference
ami hence. the present controversy but
to concretise the discussions, syste-
matise the debate and to concentrate
on the alleged differences in the ap-
proaches towards our party line and
programme.

3. It .appears, you do not have
much against part (1). You agree
with parts (2) and (3) but you are
alarmed with part (4), which shows
your crisis of confidence to face Che
line and ideological weakness which is
not logical for a Marxist. In the
"Anti-Duhring" Engels has written
pages after pages praising slave sys-
tem andl bourgeois renaissance and
their historic impact on the progress
of humanity. The same is with the
•Capital" of Marx. The correct ap-
preciation of capitalism helped Marx
in correct refutation of capitalism and
in correct postulation of socialism.

4. You should not feel uneasy
with the sentence: "quantity of time
changed the quality of the situation".
This is "Historical Materialism".
Between the primitive communism of
the past and scientHic communism of
the future what stands precisely is
time which is not only a combination
of second, minute an·dhour but stand~
as a symbol Or yardstick for all \..OIL-

scious and unconscious human acti-
vity to change the face of earth. Mar-
xism is not a dogma but a guide to
action and. a road to truth. In the
"Foundation of Leninism" Stalin cor-
rectly defined Leninism as the •Mar-
xism of the imperialist era and of
proletarian revolution". Lenin en-
riched Marxism which did not mean
Marxism became old or poor. Simi-

larly the mere quoting from Marx or
Lenin like a parrot without taking
into consideration the changech con-
text of the present and the changing
countour of the future is not Mar-
xism-Leninism and so cannot be re-
volutionary. Thi~ does not mean
Che-line is correct. What is only prov-
ed that simply by quoting books we
cannot disprove it. Did not the
world .of Marx undergo the qualitative
change to the world of Mao and the
latter to the present one ~ Is it not_
mainly for that the CPI (M) refused
to accept the Chinese line of revolu-
tion in India and "Chairman Mao's
thought" in toto even cherishing
highest respect for that greatest liv-
ing Marxist of the era? So when I
emphasise the importance of changed
context in applying Marxism-Leni-
nism I simply uphold the CPI(M)
line.

S. You seem to be unnerved even
with the assessment of the present
~ocio-political condition as "near re-
volutionary situation" and very much
interested to prove that revolution is
very far. This is a wrong under-
standing of the party programme
and unexcusable for a man suppsoed
to interpret it. The party programme
clearly said years ago that our eco-
nomic crisis was getting transformed
into political crisis, and each year the
crisis was deepening. Only in near
revolutionary condition it gets matur-
ed or ripens. The said C.C. resolu-
tion of 1966 which you yourself
quoted, "We, therefore, stress on ...
further intensifying the militant eco-
nomic struggle ... thereby fulfilling the
subjective condition necessitated for
the seizure of political power when
the political crisis ripens". This shows,
the c.c. admits the main stumbling
block in the Indian revolution is not
fuUilling the objective situdtion which
is already near knocking at the door
hut that of subjective condition for
the seizure of P.ower i.e. in the words
of Lenin, the revolutionary party is
lagging behind.

6. While putting and explaining
all diredt and indirect logic of the
Che-line under the caption "New
Left Variety", I wrote, "the speed

and vigour .... associated with truth"
only to emphasise the reality and
magnitude of this political challenge
from the left which no genuine Mar-
xist-Leninist should minimise. More-
over this is a hard fact. Naxalites
in India, Palestine guerillas of tbe
Arab world, New Left of Europe
which created a near insurrectional
condition in France in 1968" teach-
ins of America and the revolutiona-
ries of Latin America in general crea-
ted a big impact on the worldl politics
and scare on the Establishment, and
Jastly the Che-Guevarasts' insurrec-
tion in Ceylon where all varieties of
communists were in power through a
Front, should start a serious rethink-
ing. Such enormous sacrifle through-
out the world cannot come if the
cause andl the politics are not having
a strong essence of truth. All these
movements are carried under the ban-
ner and portrait of "Che". This does
not mean that this line i:)
having the whole truth and can give
all the correct. .. answers of the day,
but it is with the day. The recent
support to the insurrectionists in Cey-
lon though keeping reservations about
their line by the CPI (M) shows that
the CPI (M) also acknowledge that.
Moreover, the third communist camp
namely Cuba, North Korea, Vietnam,
nearest to our party's line is being
bracke1ted with Che-Hne (except
Vietnam which has its own revolu-
tionary line) as being obvious by the
expulsions of North Koreans from
Ceylon after the present insurrection.
So the Che-line may not be the CPI-
(M) line but it is the nearest frater-
nal communist trend to us in the pre-
sent worldJ politics of today and this
close relation was unthinkable if that
line did not bear some strong essence
of truth.

7. What completely surprised me,
how part (5) of my I(lrticle i.e. under
the caption "Armed Forces" dealing
plainly with basic Leninism could
find you uneasy. As per our Party's
political analysis revisionism is the
main danger and not the Left devia-
tion. So it, is the duty of all genuine
Marxist-Leninists to reassert .again
and again the fundamentals of Leni-



nism why parliamentary democracy
cannot be an instrument to bring
about the revolutionary change. What
is the basis of YOUrguessing that the
argument "Vote can change the mi-
nistry but not the class character of
the State" is in refutation of the op-
posite iogic being put to the mouth
of CPI(M)? How was the CPI (M)
even indirectly aimed at? All these
zre aimed towards the revisionists
who give that type of impression.
Your susceptibility and in the way
you thought yourself as the "target"
and!hastened to put reason in defence
moving from Kerala to West Ben~al,
reflects a guilty mind which is always
suspicious. Are we guilty of under-
ground revisionism? I believe, we
are not.

8. You are off the gear in deal-
ing with the conclusive portion of
my article [part (6)---Today's com·
pulsionJ where you should have con-
centrated at least to educate me as
that portion contains my views. I am
ltistonished to read in your letter that
I wrote, that in the "present political
situation the vote boycott" would
lead to the "further radicalization of
the people" while my article clearly
concludes:

"Those who boycott elections and
take up arms have their logic. Those
who boycott arms and take up polls
have their logic too. But fOr those
who would take up polls to take up
arms, USe vote in the cause of revo-
lution the task is like 'walking on
razor's edge'. The famous epithet
'walking on razor's edge' has the
well-known connotation of the scrip-
ture: 'The path of truth is very steep.
It is like walking on razor's edge'
which means th,at the 'first two alter-
natives are the easy path while the
last one, i.e. use vote to the cause of
revolution is the difficult path but the
true path.-as the "path of truth is very
steep" and the easy cut is seldom the
best cut. My article starts with the
Naxalite challenge to 'Vote vS Revo-
lution' but concludes with the Marxist
chal*nge 'Vote ilor Revolu~ion vs
Vote for Reform'.

9. Your contention that "the slo-
gans to reject the constitution based
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on the right to property as the Funda-
mental Right" amounts to repudiation
of our election Manifesto shows either
you have not cared to read our Elec'-
tion Manifesto or you have forgotten
its living tenets, and. with all humility
I draw your attention to the very
beginning of the operative part of our
Manifesto. "The Constitution and
the People" page 12 of the Manifestu.

"All of them have been attacking
our Party which declared that the pre-
sent constitution must go lock, stock
and barrel and should be replaced by
a new one enshrining the real sove-
reignty of the people in place of the
sovereignty of the vested interest."

What is the main lacuna of our
constitution?

Our manifesto rightly points out
(page 12-13):

"The fundamental rights are now
reduced to sanctity of private property,
the right of big property holders to
hold private prop~rty while small
holders like the peasants are evicted
by thousands ... every freedom is en-
sured to the capitalists---freedom of
prO'fit, freedom to hire and fire work-
ers as they like, or running Or closing
the concerns".

It may be noted, various aspects of
-the constitution have been shown (to
be) anti-people in later chapters, but
the first and the most basic aspect to
sbart with, the party manifesto
correctly caught, is the problem of
"right to property".

In the "Communist Manifesto" also
Marx and Engles gave the guide lines
to the communists of the world.
"IV. Positions of the communi~~s ill

relation ~o thJevarious existing oppo-
(sition parties (last page)
"In short, the communists every-
where support every revolutionary
movement against the existing
social ~nd political order of things.
In all the movements they bring to
the front, as the leading question
in each, the property question, no
matter what its degree of develop-
ment at the time". .
Com. P. RamaQ1urlthi moved the

only non-official resolution in the last
Parliament on behalf of the ePI (M)
Parliamentary group and that was

against making right to property the'
fundamental right in the constitution.

It may be noted that the articlt
was written from jail and smuggl
also from jail before election wh
our manifesto did not come out. S(j
what should be the main point
attack in our election manifesto was
a mere guess and it is refreshing th
the guess did not fall short of reality.;
by any tangible degree.

10. You contested my criterion.
;ur participating in the election using
the well-known Maoist dictum that
vote is to be fought if our class enemy
wants to avoid it and is to be avoided
if the class enemy wants. In this
scale, participation in the election i
Pakistan was revolutionary. Simi-
larly in West Bengal, in All Indial

though it would not be anti-revolu-
tionary yet,' the effect would not bee
the same as in West Bengal. The:
result of the election has proved m
contention. You have put iorwar
your criterion for participating .
election but could not prove ho\\\
mine was "anti-marxist". The inter
of the working class is always 0Ppos
to that of the Establishment and in
situation when political crisis starts;i
and deepens the zone of "unity of tl1e
opposites" gets extremely narowe

. and the "struggle of the opposites'
only manifests itself, and so whatever
political steps election or anythi
else the Establishment would like to
take to minimise Or get rid of tb
political crisis would be definitel
ag3inst the interest of the work'
class, and should be opposed
contronted by the working class.

II. You are so much scared 0
Naxalites that you see Naxalism .
even genuine u.~erpreta:tion 0If tht
Marxist programme and so you coul
say that my ,article "opposes the
litical and tactical line of the CPI (M
and praises the Naxalites to the sFY'
though it clearly says:

1. Naxalites say that the present
condition in India is a revolutionary,
situation i.e. political crisis h
ripened and' is bursting forth
while my article says it is ne
revolutionary situation i.e. politica



crisis has set in and is in the process
of ripening.
2. Naxalites say, election whether
in Pakistan, West Bengal and India
is to be boycotted. for the cause of
revolution, my article says to parti-
cipate (is) not to avoid but to fur-
ther the same cause of revolution.
3. Naxalites say that they are the
genuine comm..\!.rystsfollowing the
path of Mao ;"1>y a,rtide says that
they are <;:he-Guevaraist and only a
brand of New Left Movement of the
world with all its positive and
negative sides.
The :article endeavours to answer

-tho most burning question the extreme
left throws to our party. It says
that participation in thc election
oes not make a party anti-revolu-

tionary provided the party 'fights the
lection in the revolutionary way as

Lenin did in Russia, and it is the
.correct path, though the task is very
hard like "walking on the razor's
edge".

You attempted to interpret our
~arty's line as only to talk of and par-

ipate in militant economic struggle.
This is wrong. When political crisis
has set in and is deepening day' by
:day no revolutionary party not to

ak of CPI (M) can or should res-
let its activity within only "militant

I!0mic struggle". partial political
struggle should also be started. And
in fact, the CPI (M) has started it
since long back. Series of polifical
strikes in West Bengal with no con-

,tion with economism and gallant
fight of our comrades with the CRP
at the cost of so much blood and
sacrifice are the proof. At thIs latc
hour to talk of restricting struggles
"within militant economism" is to
lIisgrace Our Party and to preach
IIOt even CPI politics but to help

e "INTUC militants" out to disarm
the workers politically by restricting
them withill economic struggle.

12. You question my right to
write arlticles in non;party papers.
This is most unfortunate. Nobody
can restrict 3l communist from preach-
ing and propagating Marxism-Leni-
mm through whatever avenues availa-
ble to him. Of course, he must not

attack the party and the leaders so
long he is in the Party. In this article
nowhere the Party and the leadership
has been named or even indicated.
If your secret information convinced
you that "Frontier" is 'a Naxalite paper
it is even more incredible that even
the vehicle of Naxalism has been used
to carry to the readers the views that
participation in the election in the
present context can also be revolutio-
nary. RighC to preach Marxism-
Leninism is never questioned or de-
nied to a Marxist-Leninist. I have
personally read Com. P. Ramamurty
and Basavapunniah's articles in the
"Mainstream", the acknowledged
weekly of the revisionists. So where
the article is written is not the main
point, the main point is what is
written.

13. While concluding, you made
an uncalled for attack on me regarding
my political :actions in DhanbadJ
which was not the subject for dis-
cussions, without giving any proof and
any instance. This is shocking. This
type of baseless, contextless, point-
less sudden accusation only lightens
your position and attributes a prcde-
termined motive to your letter emitting
more heat than light. After all, we
should not have :any axe to grind
against each other. If you are in-
terested to' review my political activity
you come objectively and methodi-
c.ally, and I hope, I shall be- able to
convince you.

14. In conclusion you have asked
me to remain present at Patna on
25.5,71; 26.5.71; 27.5.71 when the
State Committee would meet while
the letter I received on 9.6.71. I think,
it should be 25.6.71, 26.6.71 and
27.6.71. But this mistake of month
is not the typing mistake but that in
your original script as I personally
heard you dictating the typist. This
shows that you are always behind
time to put it politely.

15. I should not end my explana-
tion without stattng that I never
boast of my infallibility and am ready
to learn and correct myself if proved
wrong. But whatever I do whether
in principle Or in practice, tha t is
considering the best interest of the

party, to uphold its cause and en-
hance its prestige.

So there may be difference, con·
troversy and if I am found unbearable
I shall le:ve the Party with grace
and even remaining outside the party
I shall help the party to serve the
cause of the proletariat.

With revolutionary greetings
(ARUN KUMAR Roy)

26.6.71.

Suspended,
Com. A. K. Rai,

100 M.L.A. fiat
Patna 1

5th August 1971
My Dear Com. Rai,

The Bihar State Committee of the-
Party after fully examining the reply
submitted by you to the charges

There are only two outstanding figures
of the Twentieth Century with a
global impact on history. They are

LENIN and MAO
Vichar Prakashan offers you the origi-
nal works of Mao
"SELECTED MILITARY WRITINGS

OF MAO TSE-TUNG"
English & Hindi-each Rs. 15/- only
(Popular edition in Hindi Rs. 10/-

only)
And also tIle' famous 'Red Book'
'QUOTATIONS FROM CHAIRMAN

~ MAO TSE-TUNG'
English Rs. 3/-, Hilldi Rs. 3.50,

Urdu Rs. 3/-
AND ONLY IN llINDI':-

"SELECTED WORKS OF
MAO TSE.TVNG"

in 4 Volumes (3 Volumes published)
Price: Popular-Rs. 8/-, Deluxe-

Rs. 15/- each
"HO CHI MINH" (Life)

by Hangraj Rahbar
Price Rs. 4/-
Postage extra

Write to us for MARXIST BOOKS

DistributoTS
Current Book Depot,
Mahatma Ga,ndhi Marg

K.\NPUR-l (V.P.) Tndia

•



By A FILM CRITIC

Executive Suite

levelled against you and also hearing
you in person has reached to the con-
clusion that your original ,article "Vote
and Revolution" published in the
"Frontier" dated 6th March 1971 and
the reply of the charge sheet fully
demonstrated that you have propa-
gated anti-party line opposed to
our tactical line, programmatic un-
derstanding, election manifesto and
even to the exted.~ of declaring
that classical Marxism of little mean-
ing in the present condition.

We are sorry to ifindithat there Is
no realisation On your part regarding
the grave harm done to the party, vio-
lation of its ordinary norm and form,
open violation of State Secretariat
instructions not to rush to the press
any article dealing with the aspect of
party policy and programme without
prior approval of the same.

THERE are many instances of
innocuous literary material

h~in& been ItrajIlslate,d ~Dto sjgnifi- .
cant films. Kurosawa has made
High And Low from an Ed Mcbain
novel, Hitchcock has often gone in
for penny-dreadfuls, and serie noire
has been the favourite of many
French new-wave film-makers. So
nobody should grudge Satyajit Ray's
choice when he selects Shankar's ori-
ginal in his latest film Seemabaddha.
But whereas significant '.film-makers
recast their original to suit their own
scheme and extract a theme out of
the sourCe on which they work out
their own plan, Satyajit, for the first
time in his career, has allowed him-
self to be trapped py the limitations
of his source. Shankar's story of a
boxwallah's journey up the official
ladder and the attendant mental con-
flicts sound absolutely vain in the con-
text of our time. The world he por-
trays is a closed, confined world
peopled with wax-dummies bearing
no relation to outside realities.
One had expected Satyajit to do

Therefore the State Committee has
unanimously decided to suspend your
party membership and further to refer
your article, charge sheet and reply to
the P.B. for they deal with party's
basic policies and tactical line for
further consideration and taking any
further action if it thinks necessary.

With revolutionary greetings.
Comradely Your's
S. S. SHRIVASTAVA

Seal for
Bihar State Committee

Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Patna

(Mr A. K. Roy has since been
expelled.

The March 6 number of Frontier is.-
not in our stock.-Editor). (

away with Shankar's romanticised
version of the executive suite and
turn his film into a ruthless satire on
this ,tribe of hybrids, but unfortu-
nately, he has not stressfjd this point.
In the beginning, however, when the
off-screen commentary illustrates the
visuals explaining the gap between
the different socia-economic classes
and describing the hero's gradual
ascent from a middle-class set-up to
the high society milieu, there are
indioations that the film-,maker
would now give us something worth-
while. But very soon that insight is
gone and the film develops into a
banal form of conventional story-
telling and the director is never able
to extricate himself from the fals~
trappings of jthe rou~ine narrative.
Even the wicked machinations and
the rat race rampant. in the mercan-
tile world are portrayed in a pallid
manner and the treatment fails to
lend any conviction. The demands
of the story are stretched too iarand
the manoeuvring of the lock-out in
the factory, a contrived intrigue of

the original. is retained in' toto
the resultant over-simplification of the
issues is too much to bear .The con-
flict inherent in the protagonist is no
always clear. He seems quite hap~
with his own ambition and his sudd
cngst at the Qo!imaxwhen he is eleva-
ted to the director's chair is thoroughly;
inexplicable. Equally ambiguous is
the character of his sister-in-law w
comes as a symbol of the innocence!
lost forever to the executive hero.
But she emerges as a bookish figure,
full of corny platitudes and Sharmila.
Tagore fails to imbibe the deptb
which she is called upon to convey
There are isolated examples of tech-
nical brilliance: the advertising '.film
out-Sukhdeving Sukhdev in its virtuo,
sity, the subtle use of opticals to des-
cribe the administrative hierarchy a
the excellent craftsmanship of cut-
outs and backdrops imparting an
2uthentic look to the studio sett~
There is also superb acting by twu
artistes; Ajay Banerjee as the per
sonnel officer turns in a fine portray
of a cool, calculating schemer and
Paramita Chaudhuri, as the hero'
wife with her doll-like bearing an
charming naivete, offers the vivi
image, as intended, of a contented
cow. But the factors mitigating th
excellence weigh heavier. Apa
from the general weakness of the story:
there are lapses into obtrusive sym-
bolism like the stair-climbing at the:
end. The trivial finale when Sharmil
suddenly pops out of the screen is II
crude visual magic. And to cap •
all, there is horsey clowning by
Harindranath Chattapadhya as a r
tired ICS harking bEck to the conven
tional figure of the England-returned
in the Bengali films of the thirties,
and the listless performance b
Barun Chandra as the protagon'
whiCh has completely ruined the film.

Whenever Satyajit Ray makeli
2ny film which is not significan
the local critics muster to offer an
-apologia saying that on every occa
sion he is not expected to produce a
masterpiece and there would be pot-
boilers from time to time, True, in
every country creative film-makers
often travel between masterpieces an,d


